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Divvy Renamed as BILL Spend & Expense
The newly-branded system will continue to o�er an all-in-one spending and expense
management solution with free software and corporate cards to provide real-time
visibility and customizable control over business �nances.
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Divvy, the spending and expense management system, has been renamed as BILL
Spend & Expense. The Divvy system was acquired by BILL in May, 2021.

The newly-branded system will continue to offer businesses an all-in-one spending
and expense management solution that combines free software with corporate cards
to provide real-time visibility and customizable control over business �nances.
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“Over the past year, we began creating a more seamless experience across products
and a consistent look and feel. Now, we are making it easier to access both AP and AR
as well as spend and expense management with a single brand and website,” the
company said in a statement.

Under the new BILL Spend & Expense name, the system will offer the same features
and capabilities, including creating budgets, tracking spend, and getting access to the
lines of credit that businesses need to grow.

Current users of Divvy will see the branding elements automatically.

With BILL Spend & Expense becoming an integrated part of BILL’s integrated
platform of solutions for accounts payable, accounts receivable, and spend and
expense management, businesses can have better insight, control and ef�ciency over
their cash �ow.

The BILL Financial Operations Platform now includes: 

BILL Accounts Payable automates the entire AP process to help SMBs simplify
invoice entry by using data capture and AI to streamline approvals. It also provides
�exible ways to pay, bringing ef�ciency and visibility to �nancial operations.
BILL Accounts Receivable automates AR through invoicing, estimates, payment
tracking and collections so SMBs can get paid faster directly to a bank account via
ACH and debit or credit cards. 
BILL Spend & Expense is an all-in-one spend and expense management solution
that combines free software with corporate cards to provide SMBs with real-time
visibility and customizable control over business �nances. 
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